RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS

1st Race The Meemach Plate Div - I

Cl-V, 1-26

1200 Mts.

D20-21 -

64⁄217110

ZENITH

M19-20 -

12⁄2011610

MISS BLUE FAIRY

D20-21 - 232⁄21405 jumped out awkwardly at the start & App reported that he lost his left stirrup due to

SAINT

Jockey was cautioned for dropping hands prematurely.
met interference approaching the 600 metres and again passing the 400 metres.

the interference at the start and met interference negotiating the bend. 233⁄21583 met interference at the start.

SUN LIGHT

D20-21 - 64⁄21724 met interference soon after the start.

SAPPHIRE

D19-20 - 252⁄201895 stumbled and as the filly was steadied at the start. D20-21 - 52⁄21200 withdrawn

before coming under starters order on veterinary ground as found to be lame by their left-fore legs. 64⁄21674 Jockey has been cautioned
for using his whip with the right hand while his mount was shifting outwards under the use of the whip, thereby aggravating the outward
movement of his mount.

GOOD FRIDAY

D19-20 - 62⁄2016712 took a fly jump out and lost about two lengths. D20-21 - 221⁄21106 met interference

soon after the start.

2nd Race The Meemach Plate Div - II
CIRCLE OF GOLD
NIGHT HAWK

Cl-V, 1-26

D18-19 -

262⁄191688

D18-19 -

54⁄192524

1200 Mts.

met interference approaching 800 metres.

was tightened and lost position soon after the start. D19-20 - 139⁄191710 walked out

of the Gate and thereafter, did not raise a fluent gallop. D20-21 - 233⁄21582 jumped out awkwardly outwards at the start & was inclined to
lug out near 200 metres. 64⁄21734 hung out in the straight.

GOLDEN GUINEA

D20-21 - 232⁄21383 met interference Approaching 900 meters. 183⁄21493 met interference and was

steadied Passing 900 metres. 64⁄21722 lugged-in in the straight.

JUST CLASS

D18-19 - 282⁄1917811 jumped out awkwardly inwards. D20-21 - 221⁄2174 was steadied Near 1000 meters,

was again steadied due to lack of room passing 800 meters. 303⁄21652 jumped out awkwardly and also took a fly jump, losing ground and
was inclined to shift out under the use of the whip and drifted further wide in the last 100 metres whereby he had to correct his mount losing
momentum and was found to be lame by its left-fore leg and had normal dentition.

SURIAYA

D19-20 - 112⁄2018010 received checked and in doing so lost position near 800 metres.

BOLD CHETAK
rd Race The Hosur Plate
MASTER CAUSEWAY

D20-21 - 162⁄21366 lost ground and met interference at the start.

3

Cl-T, Terms

1200 Mts.

D19-20 - 3012⁄191342 was slowly away and met interference at the start. 71⁄2014411 Jockey has been

asked to continue making an effort till past the Post. 62⁄20(167) Jockey reported that his mount ran green throughout the race.

LIVELY

D19-20 - 1712⁄191214 met interference soon after the start. 311⁄2016411 threw its head up and swerved

inwards, failing to raise a fluent gallop, thereby losing considerable ground.

BOLI

D20-21 - 162⁄21336 was tightened for room and slowed down and shifted in & received severe interference

Approaching 800 meters. 232⁄21386 Jockey was not ridden his amount to complete advantage during the race. 64⁄21726 met interference
soon after the start.

SUNCHASER

D20-21 - 32⁄21143 shifted out under use of whip, as such, the Apprentice has been cautioned, Near 200

meters.

PARANORMAL POWER

D20-21 - 32⁄21136 was held up as LUCKY LIPS shifted inwards soon after the start. 303⁄21638 Jockey

has been fined for not following instructions.

QUEENSHIP

Pn19 - 1210⁄191305 Jockey reported that his mount was running green throughout the race. M20-21 -

1312⁄20368 met interference passing 300 metres. D20-21 - 233⁄21557 did not raise a fluent gallop after jump-out and lost ground.

4th Race The Blue Ice Plate

Cl-III, 40-66, (Lower Class Eligible)

1400 Mts.

GO MY GIRL

D20-21 - 64⁄21682 Jockey has been fined for using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit.

LODGE KEEPER

D19-20 - 62⁄201673 met interference soon after the start.

MIGHTY

D19-20 - 112⁄201765 Jockey has been fined not to have sufficiently persevered with his mount in the

straight. 33⁄2019612 slowly away and lost about two lengths at the start. and Jockey reprimanded for travelling wide and for his feeble riding
effort during the race. D20-21 - 52⁄21212 commenced to drift out soon on entering the straight. 303⁄21665 slowly away.

ASHWA MAITHLI

D20-21 - 232⁄21418 Jockey reported loss of whip near 150 meters.

JET RAFLE

D20-21 - 43⁄2143 2 veered outwards losing ground at the start & shifted inwards, Near 1000 metres.

233⁄2159 4 jumped out awkwardly brushing the Gate at the start. 303⁄21(66) jumped out awkwardly.

RAXION

D20-21 - 162⁄213410 was tightened and lost position Soon after the start.

DELUXE
D20-21 - 303⁄21615 Jockey has been reprimanded for feeble handling of his mount during the race.
th Race The Renowned Plate
Cl-IV, 20-46, (Lower Class Eligible)
1400 Mts.
8
TIA QUEEN
Cl20-21 - 1212⁄2025 was fractious while being stalled jumped out awkwardly from the gates.

5

ASHWA KAHIRA

D19-20 - 252⁄2019210 jumped out awkwardly at the start. D20-21 - 32⁄21130 was withdrawn on veterinary

grounds before coming under the Starters orders, as the filly was extremely fractious while being loaded and fell, hitting the ground. The
Veterinary Officer reported that the filly was in a state of shock after having hit her head on ground as she fell. 232⁄21370 was found to be
suffering from Colic, as such, was withdrawn on Veterinary grounds. 233⁄21(58) met interference at the start and again near 200 metres.
64⁄21(72) met interference soon after the start.

VICTORIOUS KING

D20-21 - 43⁄21443 was inconvenienced Passing 800 metres. 183⁄21512 Jockey was fined for the use of

whip in excess (2nd offence) of the prescribed limit.

MISS SCARLETT

M19-20 - 181⁄201045 had to be steadied and met interference at the start and again passing the 300

metres. 132⁄201395 received checked passing the 1000 Metres and again passing the 250 Metres and had to be steadied.
D19-20 - 3012⁄191346 Jockey reported that his left leg brushed the Gate as the filly jumped awkwardly

MISS ENABLE

whereby his left leg came out of the stirrup which he could not regain through-out the race. 112⁄20(174) lugged out in the straight, the filly
was inclined to lean outwards through-out the race.

SACHERTORTE

M20-21 - 2712⁄20583 was found to be in distress after the finish of the race. 151⁄21923 met interference

in the final stages of the race. 282⁄211437 leaned inwards at the start & met interference in the final stages of the race. 113⁄211575 Apprentice
reported the loss of whip passing the 150 metres.

MASTER BECKET

D20-21 - 162⁄21313 Jockey has been cautioned for failing to exhibit vigour on his mount in the straight.

303⁄21633 Jockey has been fined for using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount.

MASTER STEPPER

D19-20 - 252⁄201894 was inclined to lug-in in the middle stages of the race. and Jockey reported that his

whip was entangled with the reins in the last 100 metres. 33⁄201953 met interference passing 900 mts. D20-21 - 52⁄21(23) was eased off the
heels of ASHWA SHWETA soon thereafter. 233⁄21603 took an awkward jump at the start.
D19-20 - 311⁄201615 leaned outwards and met interference soon after the start. and Jockey has been

ROSY PICTURE

cautioned for shifting across the track under the use of the whip near 200 metres thereby losing ground. D20-21 - 191⁄2122 Jockey was
reprimanded for not being vigorous in his riding effort in the straight.

FOREVER YOURS

D19-20 - 811⁄19832 Jockey reported loss of whip passing 200 meters. 1012⁄1911410 met interference

between 900 metres and 800 metres. 182⁄201840 was extremely fractious inside its Stall, as such, was withdrawn before coming under
Starters order.

6th Race The Sweet Memories Plate

Cl-V, 1-26
3

1600 Mts.
2

D20-21 - 232⁄2137 met interference approaching 900 meters. 43⁄2145 jumped awkwardly outward at

SPARTAN X

4

the start. 233⁄2158 met interference between 1100 metres and 1000 metres.

BELLA MIA

D19-20 - 33⁄201975 was slowly away and Jockey has been for using his whip in excess of the prescribed

limit on his mount. D20-21 - 191⁄2123 was slowly away & lost about 2 lengths. 43⁄21454 met interference at the start. 233⁄21589 met
interference at the start.

RAPID DECISION

D19-20 - 33⁄201970 was examined at the Starting Gate and was found to be lame by the right-fore leg,

as such, was withdrawn before coming under Starters orders. D20-21 - 32⁄211710 was slowly away and lost about 2 lengths. 162⁄21368 was
slowly away at the start. 232⁄21380 was found to be lame by its Left-Fore leg, as such, was withdrawn. 233⁄21608 threw its head up, jumped
out awkwardly at the start.

ORGANIC GREY

D20-21 - 32⁄21178 jumped out awkwardly and was slow into its strides. 92⁄21275 met interference at the

start. 162⁄21355 was slowly away and met interference at the start. 43⁄21455 met interference at the start & Jockey has been fined
unnecessarily restrained his mount and dropped to last position and was content to be in that position till well into the straight and travelled
wide in the middle stages of the race and rode out in the straight when it was too late.

KING AND COUNTRY

D19-20 - 311⁄2016510 Jockey that his mount kept losing his position despite his efforts was noted and

the gelding was subjected to a veterinary examination which did not reveal any apparent abnormality.

ASHWA JAWALA

D19-20 - 311⁄201652 began awkwardly at the start. 62⁄201703 App has been cautioned for improper use

whip, wherein, he had allowed his mount to shift-in under the use of whip near 200 meters. D20-21 - 43⁄21457 was slowly away and lost
about two lengths & The saddle was observed to have slipped forward during the race.

MASTER FRANKEL

D19-20 - 141⁄201526 was inconvenienced at the start. D20-21 - 92⁄21285 was tightened for room and

steadied, soon after the start & Jockey informed that his mount was inclined to run outwards throughout the race and he found it difficult
to ride his mount. 233⁄215813 met interference at the start.

ROARING RASCAL

D19-20 - 2111⁄191006 Jockey reported loss of his whip near 400 meters. 1712⁄191236 met interference at

the start and Jockey has been fined for using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount. 62⁄201706 Jockey has been fined for
using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount.

